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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
___------..._.____.___ --_.-- __..------ x
MICHAEL BESEN, individually and derivatively, :

On behalf of :

94-16 34 ROAD LLC, :

223 WEST 20 LLC, : Index No. 652691/2018

EAST 116TH LLC, :

42 MULBERRY LLC, :

1320 FULTON LLC, :

1320 FULTON AVENUE.MANAGEMENT CORP., :

2721 HEATH LLC, : AMENDED
34447 EQUITIES INC., and : COMPLAINT
BESEN & ASSOCIATES INC., :

Plaintiffs, :

-against- :

:

AMIT DOSHI, :

KALPANA DOSHI, :

JAMES K. COLEMAN, :

RAMA BASSALALI, :

ROBERT FARHADIAN and :

JACKSON PARTNERS LLC, :

:

Individual Defendants, :

-and- - :

94-16 34 ROAD LLC,
223 WEST 20 LLC,
EAST 1 16TH LLC, :

42 MULBERRY LLC, :

1320 FULTO.N LLC, :

1320 FULTON AVENUE MANAGEMENT CORP., :

2721 HEATH LLC, :

34447 EQUITIES INC., and :

BESEN & ASSOCIATES INC., :

Nominal Defendants. :
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Plaintiff Michael Besen (".Besen"
or "Plaintiff") individually, and derivatively on

behalfof94-16 34 Road LLC, 223 West 20 LLC, East 116 1
LLC, 42 Mulberry LLC, 1320

Fulton LLC, 1320 Fulton Avenue Management Corp., 2721 Heath LLC, 34447 Equities

Inc., and Besen & Associates Inc. (collectively, the "Co-owned Companies"), alleges for

his compkint against, among others, defendaida Amit Doshi ("Doshi"), Robert Farhadian

("Farhadian") and Jackson Partners LLC ("Jackson Partners"), as follows:

Preliminary Statement

1. This action arises out of, inter alia, various troubling and fraudulent actions

by Defendants Amit Doshi and Robert Farhadian, amounting to clear breaches of fiduciary

duty with respect to: (a) Besen & Associates, Inc., the real estate brokerage firm in which

Besen and Doshi are each shareholders ("Besen &.Associates"); and (b) various corporate

entities owning apartment buildings in New York City, in which Besen and Doshi each

hold a shareholde3/membership interest (as well as Farhadian as to several).

2. This action was originally commenced in June 2018. Upon the filing of the

lawsuit, Besen and Doshi sought to resolve their differences outside of the courthouse

through prolonged settlement diseessions, but ultimately failed to reach a deal.

3. As part of these settlement discussions, Besen, Doshi and Farhadian had an

informal agreement that a separate foreclosure proceeding commenced in Supreme Court,

Queens County, entitled Jackson Partners LLC v. 94-16 34 Road LLC, et. al (Index No.

715767/2017) (the "Queens Case"), would be held in abeyance.

4. In the Queens Case, Doshi and Farhadian (the managing members of 94-16

34 Road LLC) secretly formed a new entity - called "Jackson Partners LLC" - secretly
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acquired the note and mortgage encumbering the property held by 94-16 34 Road LLC (the

"Company"), and commenced a foreclosure proceeding against their own coropany.

5. Doshi and Farhadian embarked on this bad-faith and covert operation

because Mr. Besen (as the minority member of the Company) had a legitimate differcñce

of opinion as to how to respe±1sibly manage the property, and thus the managing members

attempted to "force him out" through the foreclosure.

6. Recently, Doshi and Farhadian apparently decided that the armistice in the

Queens Case was over and sought to
"default" the Company.

7. The Company is in
"Manit"

because Doshi and Farhadian - as the

managing members of the Cainpany
- refused to permit Mr. Besen to hire counsel to

defend the Company.

8. Instead, Doshi and Farhadian hired a law firm - Moritt Hock & Hamroff

LLP- to
"defend" the Company. As a result, Doshi and Farhadiañ are effectively "on both

sides of the
caption," and have instructed the Company's lawyers to allow the Company to

go into default.

9. Mr. Besen's motion to intervene in the Queens Case was denied. At a

recent court appearañcc before the Honorable Leonard Livote, J.S.C., the Court indicated

that Mr. Besen should bring a separate action to protect his individual interests and the

interests of the Company.

10. Accordingly, Mr. Besen has added claims herein with respect to the

Company in this action. This is the appropriate venue for such claims, bc=saese the

Coropañy's principal place of business is in Manhatteut

3
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11. Further, the prolonged settlement discussians since June 2018 have

unearthed startling, new information about Mr. Doshi's covert and bad-faith conduct,

including the conversion of millions of addiüónal dollars belongir.g to Besen & Associates,

Inc., the theft of numerous corporate opportunities, and the operation of a secret

mortgage-lending company within Besen & Associates.

12. The
parties'

relationship has deteriorated to such a degree that, following

Doshi's resignation from Besen & Associates in July 2018, Doshi has intGifered with the

ability of Besen & Associates to receive substantial conimissions generated from the sale

of properties, depriving Besen & Associates of more than $1 mihn Historically, those

commissions were paid directly to Besen & Associates's accõünt. Recently, Doshi has

instructed third-party sellers to pay him and other individuals directly, instead of Besen &

Associates.

13. In sum, Besen seeks, inter alia, injunctive relief to enjoin the improper

conduct of Doshi and Farhadian, 3úbstantial money damages, and the dissolution of several

jointly-owned companies due to the clear realization that these parties can no longer be in

business together.

Individual Parties

14. Plaintiff Michael Besen is an individual residing in New York County and

principally conducting business at 381 Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New

York.

15. Upon information and belief, Defendants Amit Doshi and Kalpana Doshi

are individuals residing in Nassau County.

4
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16. Upon information and belief, Defendant Robert Farhadian is an individual

residing in Queens County.

17. Upon information and belief, Defendant James K. Coleman is an individual

residing in Westchester County.

I8. Upon information and belief, Defendant Rama .Bassalali is an individual

residing in Nassau County.

19. Defendant Jackson Partners LLC is a New York limited liability ceinpüay

with a principal place of business c/o Westerman Ball Ederer Miller Zucker & Sharfstein

LLP, attention Jeffrey Miller, 1201 RXR Plaza, Uniondale, New York.

Nominal Entity Parties

20. 94-16 34 Road LLC is a New York limited liability company with a

principal place of business at 38I Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York.

Doshi and Farhãdian are the managing members of this entity; Besen is a minority

member. Each member has a one-third membership interest.

21. 223 West 20 LLC is a New York limited liability company with a principal

place of business at 381 Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York. Besen and

Doshi each have a 50% niembership interest in this entity, of which they are also the

co-managing members.

22. East 116* LLC is a New York limited liability company with a principal

place of business at 381 Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York. Besen,

Doshi's wife Kalpana Doshi, and James K. Coleman are each one-third, co-managing

members of this entity.
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23. 42 Mulberry LLC is a New York limited liability company with a principal

place of business at 381 Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York. Besen,

Doshi, Farhadian and Rama Bassala!i each have a 25% membership interest in this entity

and are co-managing members.

24. 1320 Fulton LLC is a New York limited liability company with a principal

place of business at 381 Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York. 1320

Fulton LLC is the sole shareholder of 1320 Fulton Avenue Management Corp. Besen and

Doshi each have a 50% membership interest in 1320 Fulton LLC.

25. 1320 Fulton Avenue Manageracñt Corp. is a New York corporation with a

principal place of business at 381 Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York.

26. 2721 Heath LLC is a New York limited liability company with a principal

place of business at 38 I Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York. Besen and

Doshi each have a 50% membership interest in this entity and are co-managing members.

27. 34447 Equities Inc. is a New York corporation with a principal place of

business at 381 Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York. Besen and Doshi

are each 50% shareholders of this entity.

28. Besen & Associates Inc. is a New York. corporation with a principal place

of business at 381 Park Avenue South, 15th Floor, New York, New York. Besen and

Doshi are each 50% sliâ£eholders of this entity.

Jurisdiction and Venne
. .

29. This Court has jurisdiction, and venue is proper in New York County,

because the individual parties and entities principally conduct their business in Manhattan

and because the events at issue principally took place in New York State.

6
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Background Facts

A. Doshi and Farhadian Refuse to Maintain the Oncens Property

30. Besen, Doshi and Farhadian are each one-third members ofthe Company.

31. The Company holds title to certain real property located at, and known as,

94-16 34d'
Road, Jamaica, New York 11372 (the "Queens Property").

32. The Queens Property consists, inter alia, of a six-story, multi-family

apartment building with forty-three units (the "3402 Road Building").

33. Doshi and Farhadian are the co-.managing members of the Company.

34. Besen and Doshi are both principals of the company that handles the

property management for the 34 * Road Property
- New York City Management LLC.

35. For severat years, New York City Management LLC has repeatedly advised

Doshi and Farhadian that the 34th Road Building is in desperate need of repairs and

irnprovements to maintain its hnhitability and value, to improve security for the building's

residents, and to attract desirable Anants.

36. In breach of their fiduciary duties, Doshi and Farhadian have refused to

spend the necessary ftmds to adequately maintain the 340' Road Building.

37. As a result, the 34u2 Road Building's financial condition has been negatively

impacted by, inter alia, several apartments being
"unrentabic," litigation commenced by

tenants, a building-wide rent freeze, and numerous violations against the building.

38. Because Doshi and Farhadian have refused to spend their own money to

address these issues, in or around December 2016, Besen proposed that the Company

refinance the mortgage debt against the 34d' Road Property to obtain additional funds to

carry out the necessary repairs and improvements.

7
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39. In or around January 2017, Besen procured a mortgage commitment offer

from Signature Bank in the amount of $3.6 million, whereby the existing consolidated

mortgages would be replaced with a new mortgage, the existing debt would be paid off,

and the Company would have the necessary ftmds to, inter alia, make renovations and pay

outstanding legal fees resulting from violations and tenant litigation.

40. In breach of their fiduciary duties, Doshi and Farhadian have refused to

refinance the mortgage debt against the Queens Property, conchw with their continuing

refusal to spend sufficient money to adequately maintain the 34th Road .Building.

41. Instead, Doshi and Fadiadian wished to simply extend the existing

mortgage debt, without raising additional funds to take care of the property.

B. Doshi and Farhadian Secretiv Form Jackson Partners LLC

42. Because he takes a responsible view towards maintåining the Company's

sole asset, Besen was retaliated against by Doshi and Farhadian.

43. On or about September 28, 2017, Doshi and Farhardian secretly formed an

entity called "Jackson Partners LLC."

44. Neither Doshi nor Fsdiadian informed Besen of the formation of Jackson

Partners LLC.

45. On or about September 29, 2017, Astoria Federal Savings and Loan

Association ("Astoria"), the former holder of the consolidated mortgages against the

Queens Property, purported to assign its interest in the mortgages to Jackson Partners LLC.

46. Prior to the purported mignment, neither Doshi nor Farhadian reached out

to Besen to inquire whether he was prepared to contribute his pro rata portion of the money

necessary to pay off the existing mortgage debt.

8
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47. In fact, Besen was - and remains -- ready, willing and able to contribute his

pro rata portion ofthe money necessary to pay off the existing mortgage debt, provided that

Doshi and Farhadian honor their obligations to spend the necessary money to maintain and

improve the building.

48. Prior to the pm posed assignment, neither Doshi nor Farhadian reached out

to Besen to inquire whether he would extend the existing mortgage debt or participate in

the acquisition of the existing mortgage debt.

C. Doshi and Farhadian CG c a Foreclosure araiñst their Own Commany

49. On or about November 14, 2017, Jackson Partners corñincñced a

foreclosure action in New York Supreme Court, Queens County, entitled Jacicson Partners

LLC v. 94-16 34 Road LLC, et. al (Index No.715767/2017), seeking, inter alia, ajudgment

of foreclosure and sale with respect to the Queens Property.

50. Farhadian verified the complaint filed by Jackson Partners against the

Company in his capacity as a recmber of Jackson Partners.

51. Upon information and belief, Doshi is also a member of Jackson Partners.

52, By causing the foreclosure procccding to be filed against the Company -

through Jackson Partners - Doshi and Farhadian are attempting to divest the Company of

its interest in the Queens Property, and Besen of his equity interest in the Queens Property.

53. Adding insult to injury, Farhadian and Doshi instructed Besen not to

appoint counsel to defend the Company in the foreclosure proceeding, and purported to

hire counsel to
"defend"

the Company against the same litigation that Doshi and Farhadian

commenced against the Company.

9
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54. Based on the foregoing, Doshi and Farhadian have blatantly breached their

fiduciary duties both to the Company and Besen (its minority member).

55. Besen filed a motion in the foree!osure preceediñg to, inter alia, iñteiveñe

in and defend the Company, as well as to assert claims for breach of fiduciary duty against

Doshi and Farhadian.

56. By Order dated January 23, 2018, the Honorable Leonard Livote, J.S.C.

issued an interim stay of the foreclosure pending the resolution of Besen's motion to

intervene and to enjoin the prosecution of the foreclosure proceeding.

57. Just a short time after this action was filed, by Order dated June 18, 2018,

Justice Livote denied Besen's motion to intervcae in the Queens Case or, attematively, to

appoint a receiver to provide a meaningful defen:>e to the Company.

D. Doshi Fails to Maintain Several Other Buildin:rs, Catising a Loss of Income

58. The blatant breach offiduciary duties and deceptive conduct by Doshi with

respect to the Queens Property is just one glaring example in a long pattern of Doshi's

bad-faith, reckless and irresponsible conduct.

59. As a result, any sense oftrust that Besen once had in Doshi (and Farhadian)

is now gone.

60. The
parties'

hreconcilable differences and toxic relationship interferes with

the most basic of business decisions, such as: (i) renovating and maintaining their

inventory of properties; and (ii) hiring competent and reliable professionals to perform

work at the properties.

10
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(i) 223 West 20 LLC

61. 223 West 20 LLC is the owner of a five-story residential building, with ten

units, located at 223 West 20d' Street in Manhattan (the "200'
Street

Building"
or the "200'

Street Property").

62. Dating back to December 2016, Doshi has represented to .Besen that he

would assume responsibility for renovating vacant units in the building.

63. However, Doshi has failed and refused to carry out these renovations.

64. As a consequence, the building has vacant units (the Basement, Apartment

2A and Apartment 3A) gcñcrating no rental income at all, causing a substantial monetary

loss to the entity.

65. Dashi also refuses to put up the necessary capital to fund the renovations.

66. Adding insult to injury, Doshi's daughter lives in the building but does not

pay rent. She owes seven months of unpaid rent.

67, As a result, the entity is on the brink of economic collapse, because the

operating account does not enough money to pay the mortgage.

68. Besen is now forced to make a personal loan to the entity in order to avoid a

default on the mortgage.

(ii) East 1160) LLC

69. East 116* LLC is the owner of a five-story residential building, with twenty

units, located at 312 East 116* Street in Manhattan (the "116d' Street Property").

70. Dating back to December 2016, Doshi has represented to Besen that he

would assume responsibility for renovating a vacant unit in the building.

71. However, Doshi has failed and refused to carry out these renovations.

1 1
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72. Further, Doshi has ignored Besen's request for capital contributions to fund

the necessary repairs. As a result, the entity's operating account does not have sufficient

funds to carry out the ñcccassry renovations.

73. As a consequence, since December 2016, the building has two vacant units

(Apartments 2E and 4A) generating no rental income at all, causing a substantial m0ñcüu y

loss to the entity.

(iii) 42 Mulberry LLC

74. 42 Mulberry LLC is the owner of a five-story residential building, with

cighteen units, located at 42 Mulberry Street in Manhetan (the "42 Mulberry Property").

75. Dating back to October 2017, Doshi has represented to Besen that he would

assume responsibility for renovating a vacant unit in the building.

76. However, Doshi has failed and refused to carry out these renovations with

reasonable dispatch and care.

E. Doshi Refuses to Refinance Martgages to Generate Necessary Fim ding

77. Besen and Doshi also have a ftmdamcñ1al disagreement regarding whether

to refinance mortgages affecting four co-owned properties: (i) 2721 Heath Avenue, Bronx,

New York (the ".Heath Property"), owned by 2721 Heath LLC, (ii) 1320 Fulton Avenue,

Bronx, New York (the "Fulton Property"), owned by 1320 Fulton Avenue Müüägciñcat

Corp., (iii) 344 West 47th Street, New York, New York (the "47th Street Property"),

owned by 34447 Equities Inc., and (iv) the 20th Street Property.

78. There are several compelling reasons to refinance the existing mortgages

against the aforementioned four co-owned properties.

12
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79. Additional capital is required to carry out necessary repairs at the 47th

Street Property and the 20th Street Property.

80. The mortgages on the 47th Street Property and the 20th Street Property are

low in comparison to the values of the properties.

81. Additional cash is needed to fund desperately-need maintenance and repair

of the properties.

82. Doshi is refusing to refinance the mortgages on any of these fourproperties.

83. Instead of refinancing, Doshi wants to go
"out-of-pocket"

(and force Besen)

to pay off the mortgages, in order to own the properties "free and
clear."

84. Besen and Doshi co-own over twenty properties in New York City and only

one of those properties is owned "free and clear "
The rest of the properties are subject to a

mortgage.

85. Doshi has offered no good-faith or legitimate business reason for refusing

to refinance the existing mortgages with respect to these four properties.

86. Based on Doshi's pattern of gross misconduct, it appena that he is

attempting to reduce Besen's liquidity forthepurpose of making it more difficult for Besen

to defend himself in litigation, in particular with respect to the forec!osure action.

87. Indeed, Doshi's new preference to own properties "free and
clear"

is a

radical departure from the
parties'

historical business practice, and is cerapletcly at odds

with standard real estate practice.

88. Given that Besen and Doshi have an equal interest in the four properties,

and are both managers therein, their disagreemcat on how to manage the mortgages on the

properties has created a stalemate on how to proceed.

13
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F. Doshi's .Misconduct at Besen & Associates

89. .Besen & Associates Inc. is a commercial real-estate brokerage fim1, in

which Besen and Doshi are each 50% shareholders.

90. Besen & Associates was founded by.Michael Besen in or around March of

1988. From its inception, Michael Besen has served as President and personally led and

grown the company into one of the premier real estate brokerage companies in New York

City, concentrating on cornmercial real estate.

91. In or around 1989, Amit Doshi replied to an advertisement for a position as

a
"salesman"

at Besen & A«~iates. At that time, Doshi, had a degree in enginccring, but

had no experience whatsoever in real estate sales or real estate brokerage. Until his

resignation from Besen & Associates on or about July 20, 2018, Doshi was not a licensed

real estate broker, but rather operated as a real estate sales agent under the brokerage arm of

Besen & Associates, and through the license of Michael Besen.

92. Nonetheless, despite Doshi's clear lack of experience or a brokerage

license, Besen & Associates, under the direct tutelage of Michael Besen, undertook efforts

to train Doshi on how to become a first-class real estate salesperson in the competitive New

York City commercial real estate market.

93. In the early 1990's, as Doshi becanic more successful, Besen offered Doshi

the opportunity to become a part of the firm and he was eventually made an equal

shareholder in Besen & Associates.

(i) Abuse of Second Operating Account

94. In February 2010, Doshi insisted on opening a second operating account for

Besen & Associates.

I4
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95. Over the past few years, Doshi placed cash of Besen & Associates into the

second operating account and wrongfully refused to allow such funds to be transferred

from the seceñd operating account into the main operating account, thereby depriving

Besen & Associates of much-needed operating funds to cover legitimate business

expenses.

96. For example, in April 2018, Doshi refused to transfer money from the

second operating account to Besen & Associates'
primary operating account, resulting in

Besen & Assóeiates not having sufficient funds to pay its business expenses, including

payroll.

(ii) Conversion of Corporate Funds and Opportunities

97. In February 2015, Doshi converted $800,000 from the second operating

accemit and made a personal investment in a property located at 417 Lafayette Street in

Manhattan (the "417 Lafayette Property").

98. Prior to converting these funds, Doshi did not seek Besen's permission, did

not provide notice to Besen, and did not extend to Besen the opportunity to participate in

the opportunity to invest in the 417 Lathyette Property.

99. Thereafter, on or around February 29, 2016, Doshi misappropriated and

converted from the second operat.ing account an additional $650,000 for his own purposes.

100. Upon information and belief, Doshi .transferred the $650,000 into his

personal bank acecüüt, an account that Doshi had conveniently
"linked" on the bank's

website to the Besen & Associates second operating account.

101. As part of this scheme, and continuing pattern, on or about October 11,

2016, Doshi misappropriated an additional $450,000 from the second operating account.
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102. Upon information and belief, Doshi has converted substantial funds from

Besen & Associates to peuticipate in deals not involving .Besen & Associates or Besen.

103. For example, following the sale of property at 15 1 Bruckner Boulevard in

or around July 2017, Doshi caused a commissi0ñ in excess of $100,000, that should have

been paid to Besen & Associates (but was not), to be transferred to The Blüésteñe Group

for the purpose of funding Doshi's invesinïent in separate deal that did not involve Besen &

Associates. Carupounding the injury, in connection with this deal, Doshi paid a

commission out of Besen & Associates's operating account to Shallini Mehra ("Mehra"), a

former associate of Besen & Associates, in excess of $30,000.

104. Following the sale of property at 165 William Street in or around August

2014, Doshi and Mehra caused a commission of approximately $300,000, that should have

been paid to Besen & Associates (but was not), to be directed towards funding their

partnership interest in a separate entity that ultimately purchased 165 William Street.

Besen was not afforded an opportunity to participaite in that purchase.

105. Upon information and belief, it aggoam that Doshi has improperly
"steered"

several deals away from Besen & Associates to the The Bluestone Group and other parties,

with whom Doshi has long-standing business relationships, thus putting his own pecuniary

interests before the interests of Besen & Associates.

(iii) Secret Operation of a Mortgage Lending Basiness

106. Incredibly, it has come to light that Doshi and Mehra operated a secret

mortgage-lending business called "D Development,
LLC."

107. Through D Development, Doshi and Mehra loaned money to clients of

Besen & Associates, without earning any fees or comraissions for Besen & Associates.
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(iv) Substantial Commissions Tied Up in Escrow

108. Since his resignation from Besen & Associates, Doshi has interfered with

the payment of commhsions to Besen & Assudsics by instructing third-party sellers not to

pay commissions to Besen & Associates.

109. Historically, those commissions have always gone to Besen & Associates's

account.

110. Now, Doshi has instructed the parties responsible for payinent of the

commi«ions to make payments directly to Doshi and his designees.

1 11. As a consequence, substantial sums of money are being held in escrow and

no one is getting paid, including third-party salespeople who are demanding payment.

(v) Refusal to Pay Share of Corporate and Business Taxes

1 12. Besen was forced to move approximately $2 million into the operating

account of Besen & Associates to cover certain corporate and business tax obligations for

2016, because Doshi refused to contribute his share of the necessary funds.

(vi) Undermining Besen & Assadates' Future Success

113. Besen has always been interested in expanding Besen & Associates into a

full-service real estate firm.

114. Doshi, on the other hand, has always resisted Besen's efforts to expand

Besen & Associates.

115. The
partners'

conflicting visions for Besen & Associates created a

dysfunctional and toxic work environment.
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116. Whereas Besen has endeavored to open other divisions of Besen &

Associates (including property management, retail and financing divisions), Doshi has

endeavored to undermine Besen's efforts.

117. Specifically, Doshi has sabotaged referrals by badmeüLising Besen &

Ass0ciates'
new divisions to brokers and to Besen & Associates'

clients.

(vii) Forcing Valuable Brokers to Leave

118. Whereas Besen has always advocated for offering valued brokers an equity

stake in the business and other incentives, Doshi does not believe that Besen & Associates'

brokers should be treated fairly.

119. As a result of Doshi taking clients from brokers and cutting them out of

deals, approximately twenty (20) valuable brokers have lea Besen & Associates over the

past few years.

120. Many of these brokers have successfully opened their own firms and are

now competing against Besen & Associates.

121. In an effort to reverse that trend, Besen created The Besen Group about five

years ago to prevent brokers from leaving the company. The idea behind The Besen Group

was to offer valuable brokers some sort of equity stake in the compañy.

122. However, Doshi has sabotaged these efforts by refusing to offer meaningful

incentives to the brokers.

(viii) Doshi is Now Directly Competing Against Besen & Asseeiates

123. Following his resignation in July 2018, Doshi subsequently signed a

contract with Meridian Capital to serve as a broker, for a five-year term, for millions of

dollars.
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124. Thus, not only is Doshi engaged in direct competition with Besen &

Associates, he has undoubtedly shared the valuable customer and other proprietary

information of Besen & Associates to a competitor.

125. Uñsurprisingly, Mehra has also joined Meridan Capital as an asseelete

broker.

G. Demand Futility

126. Based on the foregoing, and because they are named as defcñdants herein,

making a demand on Doshi and Farhadian to assert these claims would be futile.

First Cause of Action - With Resnect to Besen & Associates Inc.

(Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Individual and Derivative Claims)

127. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

128. As a sharehoMer in a closely-held corporation, Doshi owed fiduciary duties

to the corporation and to Besen.

129. Doshi has willfully, in bad faith, and for his own material benefit, breached

his fiduciary duties to the corporation and to Besen.

130. By reason ofthe foregoing, Plaintiff and the corporation have been injured.

Second Cause of Action - With Respect to Besen & Associates Inc.

(Conversion: Individual and Derivative Claims)

131. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

132. Doshi improperly converted millions of dollars belonging to Besen &

Associates.

133. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff and the corporation have been injured.
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Third Cause of Action - With Resocct to Besen_& Assedâ‡ês Ina
(For a Pennañent Injunction: Individual and Derivative Claims)

134. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

135. In the Absence of an injunction êñjoining and barring Dashi from

unilaterally accessing and making use of the funds in the corporation's second operating

account, Plaintiff and the corporation will be irreparably harmed.

136. In the absence of an injunction enjoining and directing Doshi to cooperate

in releasing substantial commissions from escrow, to be paid to Besen & Associates,

Plaintiff and the corporation will be irreparably harmed.

137. Plaintiff and the corporation have no adequate remedy at law.

Fourth Cause of Action - With Resnect to Besen & Asmv4ics Inc.

(For an Accounting: Individual and Derivative Claims)

138. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegntions as if fully set forth

herein.

139. Plaintiff and the corporation are entitled to a full accounting with respect to

Doshi's use of the corporation's seconcl operating account.

140. Although demand for an acenunting has been made upon Doshi, Doshihas

refused to comply.

141. Absent an accounting from Doshi, Plaintiff and the corporation lack an

adequate remedy at law.

Fifth Cause of Action - With Resnect to 223 West 20 LLC
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Individual and Derivative Claims)

142. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.
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143. As a manager of the company, Doshi owed fidüciary duties to the company

and to Besen.

144. Doshi has willfully, in bad faith, and for his own material benefit, breached

his fiduciary duties to the coa spairy and to Besen.

145. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff and the company have been injured.

Sixth Cause of Action - With Respect to 223 West 20 LLC
(For a Permanent Injunction: Individual and Derivative Claims)

146. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

I47. In the absence of an injunction enjoining and compelling Doshi to refinance

the mortgages on the 20th Street Property on commercially less.AMe terms, Plaintiff and

the company will be irreparably harmed.

148. Plaintiff and the company have no adequate remedy at law.

Seventh Cause of Action - With Resnect to 223 West 20 LLC

(For Judicial Dissolution Pursuant to LLC Law § 702)

149. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

150. The company's management has become so dysfunctional and divided, and

its hesiness purpósc so thwarted, that it is no longer practicable to operate the business.

151. The cõmpany should be dissolved bêcanse there is deeply-rooted dissension

and distrust between Besen and Doshi.

152. In addition, Besen is at odds with Doshi's refusal to refinance mortgages, to

fund needed capital calls, and to engage reputable contractors.
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153. The grave differences between Besen and Doshi with respect to many of

their joint business ventures have had a material adverse effect upon their business

relationship in general.

154. Further, Besen's mistrust of Doshi has made it impossible for Besen to

continue to operate any business with Doshi.

155. Continued operations of the cornpany under the prcseñt citeürnstances can

only mean further strain on the business and on the relationship between Besen and Doshi.

156. The differences between Besen and Doshi are irrccencilable and have

prevented the successful operation of the company.

157. Attempts to settle the differences between Besen and Doshi have been and

will continue to be fruitless.

158. There are no provisions in the articles of organization or operating

agreement of the company which preclude the relief requested herein by Besen, nor has

any previous application been made for the relief sought herein.

Eighth Cause of Action - With Respect to East 116"' LLC
(For Judicial Dissolution Purnunni to LLC Law § 702)

159. Plainti ff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

160. East .1160' LLC is owned by Besen, Doshi's wife Kalpana Doshi, and James

Coleman as 1/3 members.

161. Pursuant to the operating agreement, the company is co-managed by the

members.

162. Upon information and belief, Kalpana Doshi defers to her husband, Amit

Doshi, with respect to the business affairs of the company.
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163. Because of the distrust and hostility between Besen and Doshi, the

company's nianagennent has beconic so dysfunctional and divided, and its business

purpose so thwarted, that it is no longer practicable to operate the business.

164. The corspany should be dissolved because there is deeply-rooted dissension

and distrust between Besen and Doshi.

165. In addition, Besen is at odds with Doshi's refusal to refinance mortgages, to

ftmd needed capital calls, and to engage reputable contractors.

166, The grave differences between Besen and Doshi with respect to many of

their joint business ventures have had a material adverse effect upon their business

relationship in general.

167. Further, Besen's mistrust of Doshi has made it impossible for Besen to

continue to operate any business with Doshi.

168. Continued operations of the company under the present circumstances can

only mean fbrther strain on the besiness and on the relationship between Besen and Doshi.

169. The differences between Besen and Doshi are irreconcWble and have

prevented the successful operation of the company.

170. Attempts to settle the differences between Besen and Doshi have been and

will continue to be fruitless.

171. There are no provisions in the articles of organization or operating

agreemcnt of the wmpeuy which preclude the relief requested herein by Besen, nor has

any previous application been made for the relief sought herein.
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Ninth Cause of Action - With Respect to 42 Mulberry LLC
(.Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Individual and Derivative Claims)

172. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations: as if fully set forth

herein.

173. As a manager of the campany, Doshi owed fiduciary duties to the company

and to Besen.

174. Doshi has willfully, in bad faith, and for his own material benefit, breached

his fiduciary duties to the company and to Besen.

175. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff and the company have been injured.

Tenth Cause of Action - With Respect to 42 Mulberry LLC
(For Judicial Dissolution Pursuant to LLC Law § 702)

176. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

177. The ccliipañy's management has become so dysfunctional and divided, and

its business purpose so thwarted, that it is no longer practicable to operate the business.

178. The campany should be dissolved because there is deeply-rooted dissetisicú

and distrust between Besen, on the one hand, and Doshi and Farhadian, on the other.

179. In addition, Besen is at odds with Doshi over Doshi's refusal to refinance

mortgages, to fund needed eapital calls, and to engage reputable contractors.

180. The grave differences between Besen and Dashi with respect to many of

their joint bushless ventures have had a matcrial adverse effect upon their b=

relationship in general.

181. Further, Besen's mistrust of Doshi and Farhadian has made it impossible

for Besen to continue to operate any business with Doshi and Farhadian
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182. Continued operations of the company under the present circumstances can

only mean ftnther strain on the business and on the relationship between Besen, Doshi and

Farhadian.

183. The differences betwccñ Besen, on the one hand, and Doshi and Farhadian,

on the other, are irreconcilable and have prevented the auwassful operation of the

company.

184. Attempts to settle the differences between Besen, on the one hand, and

Dashi and Farhadian, on the other, have been and will continue to be fruitless.

I85. There are no provisions in the articles of organization or operating

agreemcat of the company which pmelüde the relief requested herein by Besen, nor has

any previous application been made for the relief sought herein.

Eleventh Cause of_Action - With Resocet to 1320 Fulton Avenue ManaG:uent Corp.

(Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Individual and Derivative Claims)

186. Plaintiff repeats and rea!!eges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

187. As a sharcholder in a closely-held corporation, Doshi owed fiduciary duties

to the corporation and to Besen.

I88. Doshi has willfully, in bad faith, and for his own material benefit, breached

his fiduciary duties to the corporation and to Besen.

189. By reason of the foregaing, Plaintiff and the corporation have been injured.

Twelfth Cause of Action - 1320 Fulton Avenue MañaEciñcnt Corp.

(For a Pcrreatest Injunction: Individual and Derivative Claims)

190. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.
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I91. In the absence of an injunctioñ enjoining and compelling Doshi to sign the

necessary documents to reiness the existing mortgages against the Fulton Property on

commercially reasonable terms, Plaintiff and the corporation will be irreparably harmed.

192. Plaintiff and the corporation have no adequate remedy at law.

Thirteenth Cause of Action -1320 Fulton Avenue Management Corp.

(For Judicial Dissolution Pursuant to BCL §§ I104(a)(1) and (a)(3))

193. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregaing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

194. The corporation's management has become so dysfunctional and divided,

and its business purpose so thwarted, that it is no longer practicable to operate the business.

195. The corporation should be dissolved because Besen and Doshi are severely

divided respecting the management of the corporation's affairs, and there is deeply rooted

dissension and distrust between Besen and Doshi which is so severe that it has permeated

all of their business.ventures.

196. Management decisions, which require the consent of both Besen and Doshi,

are not being made because Besen and Doshi frmaamentany disagree on what is best for

the corporation,

197. In addition, Besen is at odds with Doshi over Doshi's refusal to refinance

mortgages, to fund needed capital calls, and to engage reputable contractors.

198. The grave differences between Besen and Doshi with respect to many of

their joint business ventures have had a material adverse effect upon their business

relationship in general.

199. Further, Besen's mistrust of Doshi has made it impossible fbr Besen to

continue to operate any business with Doshi.
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200. Continued operations of the cciporation under the present circammaces

can only mean further strain on the business and on the relationship between Besen and

Doshi.

201. The differences between Besen and Doshi are irreconcilable and have

prevented the successful operation of the corporation.

202. Atternpts to settle the differeñees between Besen and Doshi have been and

will continue to be fruitless.

203. The dissolution of the corporation is in the best interest of, and beneficial to,

Besen and Doshi as the shareholders of the corporation, and will in no way be injurious to

the public.

204. There are no provisions in the certificates of incorporation or the by-laws of

the corporation which preclude the relief icquested herein by Besen, nor has any previous

application been made for the relief sought herein.

Fourteenth Cause of Action - With Respect to 1320 Fulton LLC
(For Judicial Dissolution Pursuant to LLC Law § 702)

205. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

206. The company's rñanageinent has become so dysfunctional and divided, and

its business purpose so thwarted, that it is no longer practicable to operate the business.

207. The company should be dissolved because there is deeply-rooted dissor.aion

and distrust between Besen and Doshi.

208. In addition, Besen is at odds with Doshi over Doshi's refusal to refinance

mortgages, to fund needed capital calls, and to engage reputable contractors.
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209. The grave differences between Besen and Doshi with respect to many of

their joint business ventures have had a material adverse effect upon their business

relationship in general.

210. Further, Besen's mistrust of Doshi has made it impossible for .Besen to

continue to operate any business with Doshi.

211. Continued operations of the corspany under the present circumstances can

only mean fbrther strain on the business and on the relationship between Besen and Doshi.

212. The differences between Besen and Doshi are irreconcilable and have

prevented the successftu operation of the cornpany.

213. Attempts to settle the differences between Besen and Doshi have been and

will continue to be fntitless.

214. There are no provisions in the articles of organization or cpernfing

agreement of the oenipany which preclude the relief requested herein by Besen, nor has

any previous application been made for the relief sought herein.

Fifteenth Cause of Action - With Resnect to 2721.Heath LLC
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Individual and Derivative Claims)

215. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

216. As a manager of the company, Doshi owed fiduciary duties to the con nnny

and to Besen.

217. Doshi has willfully, in bad faith, and for his own material benefit, breached

his fiduciary duties to the company and to Besen.

218. By reason of the foregelñg, Plaintiff and the company have been injured.
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Sixteenth Cause of Action - With Respect to 2721 Heath LLC
(For a Permanent hijunction· Individual and Derivative Claims)

219. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

220. In the absence of an injunction enjoining and compelling Doshi to sign the

accessary documents to refimance the existing mortgages against the Heath Property on

coramercially reasonable terms, Plaintiff and the company will be irreparably harmed.

221 Plaintiff and the company have no adequate remedy at law.

Seventeenth Cause of Action - With Respect to 2721 Heath LLC
(For Judicial Dissolution Pursuant to LLC Law § 702)

222. Plaintiff sepeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

223. The company's mânagement has become so dysfunctional and divided, and

its business purpose so thwarted, that it is no longer practicable to operate the business.

224. The company should be dissolved because there is deeply-rooted dissession

and distrust between Besen and Doshi.

225. In addition, .Besen is at odds with Doshi over Doshi's refusal to refinance

mortgages, to fund ñêêded capital calls, and to engage reputable contractors.

226. The grave differences between Besen and Doshi with respect to many of

their joint business ventures have had a material adverse effect upon their business

relationship in general.

227. Further, Besen's mistrust of Doshi has made it impossible for Besen to

continue to operate any business with Doshi.

228. Continued operations of the company under the present circumstances can

only mean further strain on the business and on the relationship between Besen and Doshi.
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229. The differences between Besen and Doshi are irreconcilable and have

prevented the successful operation of the company.

230. Attempts to settle the differences between Besen and Doshi have been and

will continue to be fruitless.

23 l. There are no provisions in the articles of orgardzation or operating

agreement of the cornpañy which preclude the relief requested herein by .Besen, nor has

any previous application been made for the relief sought herein.

Eightccath Cause of Action - With Respect to 34447 Equitics Inc.

(Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Individual and Derivative Claims)

232. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

233. As a shareholder in a closely-held corporation, Doshi owed fiduciary duties

to the corporation and to Besen.

234. Doshi has willfully, in bad faith, and for his own reaterial benefit, breached

his fiduciary duties to the corpoistion and to Besen.

235. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff and the corporation have been injured.

Nineteenth Cause of Action - With Resnect to 34447 Equities Inc.

(For a Permanent Injunction; Individual and Derivative Claims)

236. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein,

237. In the absence of an injunction enjoining and compelling Doshi to sign the

recessey documents to refinance the existing mortgages against the 47 ' Street Property

on comniercially reasonable terms, Plaintiff and the carperetieri will be irreparably

harmed.

238. Plaintiff and the corporation have no adequnte remedy at law.
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Twentieth Cause of Action - With Resnect to 34447 ESuities Inc.

(For Judicial Dissolution Pursuant to BCL §§ 1104(a)(1) and (a)(3))

239. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if flilly set forth

herein.

240. The owputátion's management has become so dysftmctional and divided,

and its büsiness purpose so thwarted, that it is no longer practicable to operate the búsiness.

241. The corporation should be dissolved because Besen and Doshi are severely

divided respecting the manageinent of the corporation's affairs, and there is deeply rooted

dissession and distrust between Besen and Doshi which is so severe that it has permeated

all of their business ventures.

242. Managemcat decisions, which rcquhe the consent of both Besen and Doshi,

are not being made because Besen and Doshi fundan.e tally disagree on what is best for

the corporation.

243. In addition, Besen is at odds with Doshi over Doshi's refusal to.refinance

mortgages, to fund needed capital calls, and to cagage reputable contractors.

244. The grave differences between Besen and Doshi with respect to many of

their joint business ventures have had a material adverse effect upon their business

relationship in general.

245. Further, Besen's mistrust of Doshi has made it impossible for Besen to

continue to operate any business with Doshi.

246. Continued operations of the corporation under the present circumstances

can only mean further strain on the business and on the relationship between Besen and

Doshi.
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247. The differences between Besen and Doshi are irreconcilable and have

psented the m mcessful operation of the corporation.

248. Attempts to settle the differences between Besen and Doshi have been and

will continue to be fruitless.

249. The dissolution ofthe corporation is in the best interest of, and beneficial to,

Besen and Doshi as the shareholders of the corporation, and will in no way be injurious to

the public.

250. There are no provisions in the certificates of incorporation or the by-laws of

the corporation which preclude the relief requested herein by Besen, nor has any previous

application been made for the relief sought herein.

Twenty-First Cause of Action - With Resnect to 94-16 34 Road LLC
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Individual and Derivative Claims)

25 L Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

252. As managing members of the Cumgany, Doshi and Farhadian owed

fiduciary duties to the Company and to Besen.

253. Doshi and Farhadian have willfully, in bad faith, and for their own material

benefit, breached their fiduciary duties to the Company and to Besen.

254. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff and the Company have been injured.

Twenty-Second Cause of Action - With Resnect to 94-16 34 Road LLC

(Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty: Individual and Derivative Claims)

255. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

256. The conduct of Doshi and Farhadian, as aforementioned, constitutes

muld ple breaches of their fiduciary duties to the Company and Besen.
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257. Jackson Partners LLC knowingly induced and/or substantially participated

in the breach of the duties owed to the Cvsugany and Besen.

258. By reason of the foregoing, the Company and Besen have been injured.

Twenty-Third Cause of Action - With Resnect to 94-16 34 Road LLC
(.For a Permanent Injunction: Individual and Derivative Claims)

259. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

260. In the absence of an injunction permanently enjoining and restraining

Jackson Partners LLC, Doshi and Farhadian from taking any steps to foreclose on the

Queens Property, the Company and Besen will be irreparably harmed.

26L In the absence of an injunction permanently enjoining and restraining Doshi

and Farhadian from playing any role in "defending" the Company against the foreclosure

proceeding commenced by Jacksoñ Partners LLC, including the appointment and direction

of counsel, the Company and Besen will be irreparably harmed.

262. In the absence of an injunction compelling Doshi and Farhadian to sign the

riecessary documents to refinance the existing mortgage against the Queens Própeity, on

commercially reasonable terms, Plaintiff and the Company will be irreparably harmed.

263. Plaintiff and the Company have no adequate remedy at law.

Twenty-Fourth Cause of Action - With Respect to 94-16 34 Road LLC
(For Judicial Dissolution Pursuant to LLC Law § 702)

264. Plaintiff repeats and realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth

herein.

265. The cornpany's management has become so dysfunctional and divided, and

its business purpose so thwarted, that it is no longer practicable to operate the büsiucss.
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266. The cóñipany should be dissolved because there is deeply-rooted dissension

and distrust between Besen, on the one hand, and Doshi and Farhadian, on the other.

267. In addition, Besen is at odds with Doshi and Farhadian over their refusal to

refmance mortgages, to fund needed capital calls, and to cngage reputable contractors.

268. The grave differences between Besen, on the one hand, and Doshi and

Farhadian, on the other, with respect to many of their joint business ventures have had a

material adverse effect upon their business rektionship in generai

269. Further, Besen's mistrust of Doshi and Farhadian has made it impossible

for Besen to continue to operate any blisiness with Doshi and Farhadian.

270. Continued operations of the company under the present circumstances can

only mean further strain on the business and on the relatinnchip between Besen, Doshi and

Farbadian.

271. The differences between Besen, on the one hand, and Doshi and Farhadian,

on the other, are irreconcilable and have prevented the successful operation of the

company.

272. Attempts to settle the differences between Besen, on the one hand, and

Doshi and Farhadian, on the other, have been and will continue to be fruitless.

273. There are no provisions in the articles of õrgmúzation or operating

agrccment of the company which preclude the relief requested herein by Besen, nor has

any previous application been made for the relief sought herein.
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WHEREFORE, Michael Besen individually, and derivatively on behalf of 94-16

34 Road LLC, 223 West 20 LLC, East 116H'
LLC, 42 Mulberry LLC, 1320 Fulton LLC,

1320 Fulton Avenue Management Corp., 2721 Heath LLC, 34447 Equities Inc., and Besen

& Associates Inc., demands judgment as follows:

(a) as to the First Cause of Action, with respect to Besen & Associates,

Inc., awarding money damages against Doshi in an amount to be determiried at trial, but no

less than $20,000,000, together with interest;

(b) as to the Second Cause of Action, with respect to Besen &

Associates Inc., awarding money damages against Doshi in an amount to be detennined at

trial, together with interest;

(c) as to the Third Cause of Action, with respect to.Besen & Associates

Inc., permanently enjoining and barring Doshi, his servants, agents, and employees, and all

other persons in active concert or participation with them, or any of their successors and

assigns, from unilaterally accessing and making use of the funds in the corporation's

wand operating account; and enjoining and directing Doshi, his servants, agents, and

employees, and all other persons in active concert or participation with them, to cooperate

in releasing substantial commissions from escrow, to be paid to Besen & Associates;

(d) as to the Fourth Cause of Action, with respect to Besen &

Asseciates Inc., directing Doshi to provide a full accounting with respect to Doshi's use of

the corporation's second operating account;

(c) as to the Fifth Cause of Action, with respect to 223 West 20 LLC,

awarding money damages against Doshi in an amaünt to be determiñêd at trial, together

with interest;
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(f) as to the Sixth. Cause of Action with respect to 223 West 20 LLC,

permanently enjoining and cornpelling Doshi to refinance the mortgages on the 20th Street

Property on commercially reasonable terms;

(g) as to the Seventh Cause of Action, with respect to 223 West 20 LLC,

issuing a final order dissolving 223 West 20 LLC and appointing a receiver ofthe property

and effects of said company;

(h) as to the Eighth Cause of Action, with respect to East 116th LLC,

issuing a final order dissolving East 116th LLC and appointing a receiver of the property

and effects of said company;

(i) as to the Ninth Cause of Action, with respect to 42 Mulberry LLC,

awarding money dümages against Doshi in an amount to be determined at trial, together

with interest;

(j) as to the Tenth Cause of Action, with respect to 42 Mulberry LLC,

issuing a final order dissolving 42 Mulberry LLC and appointing a receiver ofthe property

and effects of said company;

(k) as to the Eleventh Cause of Action, with respect to 1320 Fulton

Avenue Managcmcilt Corp., awarding money damages against Doshi in an amount to be

determined at trial, together with interest;

(1) as to the Twelfth Cause of Action, with respect to 1320 Fulton

Avenue Management Corp., permanently enjoining and compelling Doshi to refinance the

mortgages on the Fulton Property on coiTimercially reasonable terms;

(m) as to the Thirteenth Cause of Action, with respect to 1320 Fulton

Avenue Managenicñt Corp., issuing a final order dissolving 1320 Fulton Avenue
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Mâññgement Corp. and appointing a receiver of the property and effects of said

corporation;

(n) as to the Fourteenth Cause of Action, with respect to 1320 Fulton

LLC, issuing a final order dissolving 1320 Fulton LLC and appointing a receiver of the

property and effects of said company;

(o) as to the Fifteenth Cause of Action, with respect to 2721 Heath

LLC, awarding money damages agairist Doshi in an amount to be determined at trial,

together with interest;

(p) as to the Sixteenth Cause of Action, with respect to 2721 Heath

LLC, permanently enjoining and compelling Doshi to relinance the mortgages on the

Heath Property on cernmercially reasonable terms;

(q) as to the Seventeenth Cause of Action, with respect to 2721 Heath

LLC, issuing a final order dissolving 2721 Heath LLC and appointing a receiver of the

property and effects of said company;

(r) as to the Eighteenth Cause of Action, with respect to 34447 Equities

Inc., awarding money damages against Doshi in an amount to be determined at trial,

together with interest;

(s) as to the Nineteenth Cause of Action, with respect to 34447 Equities

Inc., permanently enjoining and compelling Doshi to refinance the mortgages on the 47th

Street Property on commercially reasonable terms;

(t) as to the Twentieth Cause of Action, with respect to 34447 Equities

Inc., issuing a final order dissolving 34447 Equities Inc. and sppointing a receiver of the

property and effects of said corporation;
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(u) as to the Twenty-First Cause of Action, with respect to 94-16 34

Road LLC, awarding .money damages against Doshi and Farhadian in an amount to be

determined at trial, together with interest;

(v) as to the Twenty-Second Cause of Action, with respect to 94-16 34

Road LLC, awarding money damages against Jackson Partners LLC in an amount to be

determined at trial, together with interest;

(w) as to the Twenty-Third Cause of Action, with respect to 94-16 34

Road LLC, permanently cñjciñing and restraining Jackson Partners LLC, Doshi and

Farhadian their servants, agents, and employees, and all other persons in active coñcert or

participation with them, or any of their successors and assigns, from taking any steps to

foreclose on the Queens Property; peññancñtly enjoining and restraining Doshi and

Farhadian from playing any role in defending the Company against the foreclosure action;

and compelling Doshi and Farbadian to refinance the mortgage on com rnercially

reasonable terms;

(x) as to the Twenty-Fourth Cause of Action, with respect to 94-16 34

Road LLC, issuing a final order dissolving 94-16 34 Road LLC and appointing a receiver

of the property and effects of said company;

(y) awarding costs, disbursenicats and reasonable
attorneys'

fees of this

action; and

(z) such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper.
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Dated: New York, New York

March 1 1, 2019

SMITH, GAMBRELL & RUSSELL, LLP

Michael P. R gaf

1301 Avenue of the Americas,
215 Floor

New York, New York 10019

Tel. No. (212) 907-9759

mregan@sgrlaw.com

Attorneys for Plainttf#
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

MICHAEL BESEN, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I have filed the abovc-entitled action in my individual capacity and on

behalf of the entities named in the caption, all of which I partially own.

2. I have read the foregoing An-·ended Complaint and state that the contents

thereof are true and correct to the best of my own personal knowledge, except as to those

matters alleged upon infhrmation and belief, the basis for which is the information I have

obtained to date.

MicfaelfBesen

Sworn to before me this

_JL day of March, 2019

tary Publ

FEIGA SHEINA MILSHTEIN
Notary Public, State of New York

No. 01Ml6056697
Qualified in Rockland County

Commise!en Expires March 26, 20_[
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